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Abstract— Extracting and binding salient information from
different sensory modalities to determine common features in
the environment is a significant challenge in robotics. Here
we present MuPNet (Multi-modal Predictive Coding Network),
a biologically plausible network architecture for extracting
joint latent features from visuo-tactile sensory data gathered
from a biomimetic mobile robot. In this study we evaluate
MuPNet applied to place recognition as a simulated biomimetic
robot platform explores visually aliased environments. The
F1 scores demonstrate that its performance over prior hand-
crafted sensory feature extraction techniques is equivalent
under controlled conditions, with significant improvement when
operating in novel environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Place recognition is an important ability for autonomous
systems that navigate and interact with their environment.
The core requirements for a successful place recognition,
such as evaluating the similarity between scenes and com-
paring them to a set of internal representations, have been
extensively researched in recent computer vision and robotics
literature. The recent advances in visual sensors, computer
vision and deep learning research have shifted the focus of
previous research on place recognition towards using vision
as the primary sensory modality [1]. However, the main
challenge such as recognizing places in changing, cluttered
or aliased environments is yet to be fully solved and is an
ongoing research [2], [3].
Previous works such as [4] have shown that fusing mul-
tiple sensory modalities which complement each other im-
proves place recognition and simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) performance, especially in cluttered and
aliased environments. In such environments, tactile sensors
can interact with the surrounding in close range and help
discern ambiguous visual landmarks and prevent wrong
place recognitions [5]. Recently, new tactile sensors have
pushed the precision of spatio-temporal acuity to the level
of a human finger tip [6]–[8] and it has been shown that
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Fig. 1: High level overview of MuPNet architecture. Visuo-tactile
sensory data for a given scene is presented to the trained network
and a latent representation of the multi-sensory stimuli is inferred.
Note that the errors (dashed lines) are propagated forward and the
predictions (solid lines) backwards. The resulting representation is
used for place recognition.
tactile sensing can be used for close range object recognition
[9], [10]. For obtaining information about the geometry of
objects, bio-mimetic rat whiskers are capable to provide
a robust measure of surface proximity, information from
such arrays can be used to determine surface form, texture,
compliance and friction [11]–[13]. However, extraction of
features from these sensors is typically performed using
hand-crafted features, which has been found inferior in the
context of visual processing, where convolutional neural net-
work architectures are used to learn the features. Moreover,
the existing features represent typically only visual or tactile
signatures, and the typical approach to combine them by
weighting does not address their correlations.
We propose a new biologically plausible feature extrac-
tion method called MuPNet (Multi-modal Predictive Coding
Network) that implicitly fuses visual and tactile information
into a single feature. The method uses neurobiologically
plausible predictive coding illustrated in Fig. 1 to infer latent
visuo-tactile representations of the sensory input. Using
three settings, we empirically study the robustness of place
recognition with the developed features compared to hand-
crafted sensory pre-processing techniques adopted in prior
works [5]. Although this study concerns place recognition
using vision and touch, we contend that MuPNet is appli-
cable to learning the joint latent representations from any
co-incident multi-sensory input.
The main contributions of the work are: (i) extension of
predictive coding to multi-modal sensory information; (ii)



















extraction; and (iii) demonstration of improved robustness
of place recognition compared to prior works when faced
with contextual changes.
Previous research such as [14] have inferred represen-
tations of multiple sensory modalities using a hierarchical
autoencoder with individual encoder/decoder blocks for each
sensory modality. One of the main differences between
predictive coding and existing machine learning models like
an autoencoder is the direction in which information and
errors propagate. An autoencoder consists of an encoder and
a decoder which together form a feedforward network which
is trained end-to-end using error-backpropagation. However,
error backpropagation is biologically implausible [15] and
predictive coding is a biologically plausible alternative. Dur-
ing inference autoencoders, propagate information sequen-
tially towards the output layer in the network whereas in
predictive coding all layers in the network parallelly transmit
information only towards the input layer (without any fur-
ther propagation across layers). For learning, autoencoders
require a backward-pass through the network from output
to input layer whereas in predictive coding each layer par-
allelly transmits prediction errors towards the multi-sensory
module as shown in Fig. 1. Furthermore, in autoencoders,
neuronal activity in intermediate layers is derived from the
feedforward propagation of the input. In predictive coding,
the neuronal activity in each layer is initialized randomly
and then adapted such that it best represents the features
of a given multi-modal input. Thus, the predictive coding
architecture can infer representations without an explicit
encoding block.
II. MULTI-MODAL FEATURE EXTRACTION
We begin this section by presenting an existing hand-
crafted baseline that has been proposed for bio-inspired
SLAM. We then continue by presenting the predictive coding
based features.
A. Hand-crafted baseline
ViTa-SLAM [5] is a visuo-tactile extension to the vision-
only RatSLAM [16] and tactile-only WhiskerRatSLAM [9]
methods. ViTa-SLAM extracts visual and tactile features
independently as illustrated in Fig. 2 showing a block di-
agram of ViTa-SLAM with the place-recognition front-end
highlighted by the dashed square. The visual feature is an
intensity profile represented as a vector V and the tactile data
are represented using a point feature histogram PFH and a
slope distribution array SDA [5]. Distance between features
is defined as a weighted combination of L1 differences as
i,j = α |Vi − Vj |L1 + β |PFHi − PFHj |L1













are scaling factors to normalize the respective distances
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Fig. 2: Overview of ViTa-SLAM, blocks that are not part of the
place recognition front-end are grayed out.
This hand-crafted approach for combining coincident
visuo-tactile sensory information was demonstrated to be
beneficial in determining place within visually aliased en-
vironments. However, the generality was limited between
different environments and experimental conditions for the
following reasons:
• The scaling factors to normalize the error components
shown in Eq. (2) had to be determined empirically.
• A large number of parameters related to feature extrac-
tion and pre-processing had to be tuned.
B. Predictive coding for unsupervised feature extraction
To overcome the above mentioned limitations of hand-
crafted features, in this work, we propose MuPNet which
stands for Multi-modal Predictive Coding Network. MuP-
Net is intended to replace the place recognition front-end in
ViTa-SLAM (see Fig. 2) with a predictive coding network
which is described next.
Predicitve coding was originally developed for inferring
representations of a given visual input [17], [18]. Here, we
extend it to infer unified multi-sensory representations given
bimodal sensory inputs, (xV1 ,x
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i ), . . ., where
(V ) represents visual and (T ) represents tactile modalities
while i represents inputs.
1) Predictive Coding Network Architecture: Fig. 1 shows
the architecture of the MuPNet. The network consists of
three modules, namely the visual module, tactile module and
multi-sensory module. The visual module processes visual
information and consists of a neural network with NV layers.
Activity of the lth layer neurons for the ith input is denoted
by yV (l)i . Each layer in the network predicts the activity of












where WVl(l−1) denotes the synaptic weights of the projec-
tions between the lth and (l−1)th layer in the visual module
and φ is the activation function of the neurons. The lowest
layer in the network predicts the visual input (xVi ). Note
that all layers in the network propagate information to the
preceeding layer (right to left) in parallel using Eq. (3).
This aspect of the network is different from commonly
employed feedforward networks in machine learning, like
CNNs, in which information is sequentially propagated from
the leftmost to rightmost layer of the network.
The tactile module consists of a similar neural network
with NT layers that process tactile information. The multi-
sensory module consists of a single layer which predicts the
activities of neurons in the last layers of both the visual
and tactile modules. The activity of neurons in this layer is
denoted by yDi for the i
th input and is used as features for
place recognition.
2) Learning Algorithm: Predictive coding is used to up-
date the synaptic weights and infer neuronal activities in
the network. The lth layer in the visual module generates a
prediction about the neuronal activities in the (l−1)th layer
and also receives a prediction of its own neuronal activity
from the (l+1)th layer. The goal of the learning algorithm is
to infer lth layer neuronal activity (yV (l)i ) for the i
th input
that generates better predictions about neuronal activity in
the (l− 1)th layer and is predictable by the (l+ 1)th layer.
For this purpose, yV (l)i is updated by performing gradient
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where ηy is the learning rate for updating neuronal activities.
The update rule in Eq. (5) is used to infer neuronal activity
in all layers of the visual module for all inputs. Weights
(WVl(l−1)) between l
th and (l−1)th layers in the network are
updated by performing gradient descent on the error in the
prediction generated by the lth layer neurons which results







i − yˆV (l−1)i
)T
(6)
where ηw is the learning rate for updating weights.
The learning approach for the tactile module is identical
to the visual module. In case of the multi-sensory module,
the representations are inferred based on prediction errors of
topmost layers in both the visual and tactile modules.
3) Feature matching: The pairwise distance between fea-
tures yDi and y
D
j is defined as the L2-norm as
i,j = ||(yDi − yjD)||2. (7)
III. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
In this section, we describe the robot platform and the
three environments used for evaluating the place recognition
performance of MuPNet. Details of how the predictive
coding network was trained and evaluated are also presented.
(a) Physical platform. (b) Simulated platform.
Fig. 3: The WhiskEye robot platform used to explore the environ-
ments shown in Fig. 4 and generate the visuo-tactile data sets for
training and testing of MuPNet.
A. Robot Platform and Environments
The robot platform used for this research is called the
WhiskEye (Fig. 3a). A Gazebo simulation [19] of the Whisk-
Eye platform (shown in Fig. 3b) was used to evaluate the
place recognition performance similar to our previous work
in [5]. Mounted on the head are the visual and tactile sensors
consisting of two monocular cameras with a resolution of
640 × 480 pixels sampled at 5 frames per second and an
array of 24 individually actuated artificial whiskers arranged
into 4 rows of 6. Each whisker is instrumented with a 2-axis
hall effect sensor to detect 2D deflections of the whisker shaft
measured at its base, constituting the tactile data generated
by the array1. The whiskers are swept back and forth during
exploration mimicking the whisking behaviour observed in
rats and other small mammals. The tactile data from the
whiskers is extracted during every whisk cycle, at the point
of maximum protraction.
The following three environments shown in Fig. 4 were
chosen to vary the amount of possible tactile data that can
be generated during exploration:
1) Environment E1: Identical to the environment used in
[5] with aliased visual and tactile landmarks.
2) Environment E2: A similar visual environment to E1,
but with additional free standing tactile landmarks and
a novel tactile landmark, an asymmetric rock, in the
center.
3) Environment E3: Containing many tactile landmarks
forming a continuous structure of tactile landmarks
around the rock in the center.
B. Training the predictive coding network
The MuPNet was trained with data gathered as the robot
explored environment E1. The trajectory of the robot was
executed using a model of tactile attention inspired by rodent
foraging behaviour [20] to generate a rich dataset. The
dataset consisted of 5550 images and whisker deflection
vectors sampled in concert with visual images. Both, tactile
module and multi-sensory module had one layer with 100
and 200 neurons, respectively. The visual module consisted
of two layers with 1000 and 300 neurons, respectively. The
model was trained on NVIDIA 1080Ti GPUs. Training for
10000 iterations takes 5− 6 hours approximately.
1For further details about the robot platform the readers are refered to [5].
(a) E1. (b) E2. (c) E3.
Fig. 4: The three experiment environments with different amounts of tactile landmarks. Environment 1 has been used to gather training
data for the predictive coding network. The trajectories used in the experiment are marked in magenta.
Training the MuPNet involved presenting the network
described in Fig. 1 with a mini-batch of 150 concurrently
recorded visuo-tactile input. For each sample in the mini-
batch, the representations in each layer of the three modules
in the predictive coding network were updated in parallel
using Eq. (5). After updating the representations, the network
weights were updated using Eq. (6). At the beginning of
training, representations for all inputs were initialized to
0.1 and the aim of the model was to iteratively infer
representations that could decode the original sensory input.
Such an initialization of representations alleviated the need
for encoders in predictive coding. A single training iteration
included repeating this procedure for each mini-batch. The
network was trained for 10000 iterations. The learning rates
ηy and ηw were set to 4×10e−4 for all layers in the network.
C. Testing the predictive coding network
During the experiments two trajectories using teleopera-
tion through each environment were recorded to induce sys-
tem noise that was crucial for the evaluation of the robustness
of MuPNet. To test the generalization capability of MuPNet,
E2 and E3 were presented as novel environments during the
empirical evaluations.
For testing the trained MuPNet, a visuo-tactile input was
presented to the network and each layer in the network
adapted representations in parallel using Eq. (5). The weights
in the network were not adapted during testing. This pro-
cedure was repeated for 3000 iterations or until stimulus
decoding error was lower than a user-defined threshold for
all layers.
D. Evaluation Metrics
The place recognition performance was evaluated by com-
paring the MuPNet to the place recognition front-end of
ViTa-SLAM. This was done by computing the precision-
recall rate as a measure for how well the methods match the
templates against their spatial proximity which was taken as
the ground truth.
A similar analysis has been done in [21], where Gist
features were combined with a self-organizing map and used
as the place recognition front-end for RatSLAM [16]. To
demonstrate the similarity between vision-only scenes based
on the Gist features a distance matrix was created, which
contains the similarity measure for all the scenes from a
trial run and it helps visualize which scenes lead to place
recognitions.
These place recognitions can then be classified as: true-
positive (TP), false-positive (FP) and false-negative (FN)
place recognitions which are then used to compute the










The method in [21] focused on improving the vision-only
place recognition front-end of RatSLAM and was thus able
to use a dataset introduced in the work by Ball et al. [16].
This dataset did not contain ground truth pose information
and thus, no automatic place recognition detection was
possible. Therefore, the dataset was manually divided in
visited or unvisited scenes and the place recognition classes
were determined.
Similar to [21], we computed the F1-scores to compare
the overall performance of each method as:
F1-score= 2× Precision×RecallPrecision+Recall . (9)
The differences between our method and the work in
[21] are the availability of the multi-sensory data and the
ground truth poses. As a result, our method of detecting
the place recognition types differs from the evaluation in
previous work in two ways. First, hand-labelling of loop
closures is not feasible because the tactile data is too difficult
to reliably label for humans. Second, the poses obtained
from the simulator allows us to detect ground truth place
recognition events automatically. Thus, to obtain the TP, FP
and FN place recognitions, the best matches2 for each pair of
templates are compared to the ground truth pose difference
between the two templates. If two similar templates were also
recorded in similar physical poses (within a threshold τ ), a
TP place recognition occurred. The similarity, as computed
with Eq. (7), between all templates is visualized using the
template match error matrix (TME), which is similar to the
distance matrix introduced in [21]. The ground truth pose
2The best match of templates are the pair yielding the smallest template
difference as explained in Eqs. (1) and (7).




































































































































































(f) TME E3−H .


















































































(i) TME E3− L.
Fig. 5: Ground truth matrices and template match error matrices for various runs using both methods: learned features (L) and hand-
crafted features (H).
difference between all templates are visualized in the ground
truth matrix (GTM). Finally, with the TP, FP and FN place
recognitions, the precision-recall rate and the F1 score are
computed using Eq. (8) and Eq. (9).
The different method of determining place recognitions
based on the ground truth distance comes with another
challenge. When computing the template match error matrix,
the smallest template match error will always be 0 between
a template and itself. A re-visit of the same template will
have a small template match error, but it will always be
greater than 0 because of noise in the trajectories and sensory
data. Thus when applying our method of using ground truth
pose information with one trajectory it is not possible to get
nonzero template differences and pose differences. There-
fore, in our evaluation, we record two similar trajectories
with random noise and us them to generate the TME and
the ground truth matrix.
IV. RESULTS
In this section, we discuss the performance of learned
features L against hand-crafted features H for place recog-
nition in the three experimental environments E1 - E3. The
naming convention for an experiment run is as follows: place
recognition using method M in environment E∗ is termed
E∗ −M where M ∈ [L,H].
An intuition for the comparison of both methods can be
obtained by observing at the template match error matrices
and ground truth matrices as shown in Fig. 5. Figs. 5a -
5c show the ground truth matrices for each of the three
environments. The white dots indicate the minimum ground
truth pose difference for each template pair. The figure
displays the template match error matrices for each run,
the green and magenta dots represent the true positive and
true negative matches, the red and orange dots represent the
false positive and false negative matches respectively. We
can see that the TMEs generated using hand-crafted features
displays high spikes in template match error for templates
with tactile sensory data. With learned features the errors are
more evenly distributed, indicating that learned features are
able to better combine visual and tactile data. These smooth
gradients in the learned template match error matrix indicate
that close spatial proximity does not lead to large variations
in template match error, which can make it more difficult to
find a good threshold that indicates a place recognition when
performing memory recall.
Considering the error ranges, in Fig. 5f the maximum tem-
plate match errors are larger compared to Fig. 5d and Fig. 5e.
Further analysis of the recorded templates and hand-crafted
template match errors in Fig. 5f shows that the largest spike
in template match error occur when tactile data is present.
This caused by novel visuo-tactile stimuli not present in E1,
such as the complex wall shape constructed from overlapping
tactile landmarks, which would require new tuning of the
scaling factors α, β and γ. Compared to that, the learned
features display more similar ranges of errors across the
different environments. We therefore conclude that learned
features can generalize better, especially in situations where
multi-modal sensory input is present. The reason is that
higher dimensional visual data provides a larger variety of
data to determine the scaling factor γ such that it is better
able to generalize Introducing new tactile landmarks on the
other hand can lead to very different tactile signatures caused
by the low dimensionality of the whisker tactile data. Thus,
a crucial advantage of the learned features is that the tactile
data is better accommodated while performing inference.
To quantify the place recognition performance we will
discuss the precision-recall rates of the learned features
compared to the hand-crafted features as shown in Fig. 6.
The performance between the two methods in E1 was very
similar and the best compared to the other environments.
This is not a surprising result given that E1 has been used to
gather training data for method L and to tune the parameters
for method H . In environment E2 the general structure of the
environment was similar to E1 but a new tactile landmark
was introduced and the amount of templates with tactile data
was higher. Performance differences are becoming apparent:
while the recall performance deteriorated for both methods,
method L is capable of maintaining a higher precision
rate. These differences are further apparent in E3. The
amount of tactile data was the highest across all environ-
ments and tactile landmarks overlapped and created new
tactile stimuli. Furthermore, overlapping tactile landmarks
are also harder to distinguish visually than free standing
tactile landmarks, making visual data more ambiguous. In
this run, MuPNet performed 10.6% better than hand-crafted

































Fig. 6: Precision-recall rate and F1-score of both methods, learned
features (L) and hand-crafted features (H) for each environment
E1 to E3. In E1 the training data for L was generated and
the parameters for H have been tuned. The performances in
this environment are similar. In E2 our method reaches higher
precision. In E3 our method clearly outperformed the hand-crafted
features with a F1-score of 72.94% to 62.34%.
features, confirming the findings from analyzing the TMEs:
learned features are better able to accommodate the tactile
data when inferring representations.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented MuPNet for biologically
plausible extraction of visuo-tactile latent representations.
MuPNet extends existing predictive coding approaches to
multi-sensory inference. We demonstrated that the extracted
features can be used for robust place recognition. Experi-
ments indicated that the proposed features are superior to
existing hand-crafted alternatives in novel environments in
the place recognition domain. The experimental evaluation
was performed only in simulation, which may limit the
generality of the findings. However, the fact that in the
proposed method the representations are learned agrees with
many other current findings that learned representations are
superior to hand-crafted ones.
The proposed predictive coding based approach for multi-
modal feature extraction is not limited to visuo-tactile pro-
cessing. This opens interesting avenues for future research.
Moreover, some earlier works have also shown improved
performance when using a combination of hand-crafted and
machine learned features [23], [24]. Such an approach might
yield interesting insights for place recognition. other sensory
modailties
Although results with the current simplistic MuPNet have
shown promising improvements, further enhancement to the
architecture of the predictive coding, could further improve
the quality of the feature extraction. For example convolu-
tional layers in the visual module and recurrent structures
for continuous-time inference.
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